ABSTRACT Detecting smoke from visual sensors is crucial for fire warnings. However, visually detecting smoke is still challenging because the chrominance, shape, transparency, texture, motion, and so on, of smoke vary over a wide range. A deep neural network (DNN) could detect smoke with higher accuracy, but the models are too large to run on limited resource platforms. To make the models smaller and improve the accuracy, three novel strategies are proposed in this paper: 1) feed the networks with blocks rather than the original image; 2) feed the network with condensed data rather than videos to extract dynamic characteristics; and 3) the framework has two stages, the first stage focuses on every block to find thin smoke, and the second stage focuses on the ascending and expanding motions in videos. It is not an end-to-end network, and every subnetwork works on a small matrix, even the one at the second stage, which operates on the whole image. Therefore, the network based on these strategies, the slight smoke perceptual network (SSPN), is small enough to be integrated on a raspberry pi. The experiments demonstrate that SSPN outperforms existing traditional methods and the methods based on DNN and achieves the highest accuracy and the highest sensitivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smoke is an early fire signal, and smoke detection is helpful for early fire warnings. Traditional smoke sensors have narrow coverage spaces, and the costs for installation in large areas such as factories, warehouses, and forests, are very expensive. Additionally, these sensors expire easily, and their sensitivities drop rapidly. In recent years, video-based smoke detection (VBSD) has attracted many researchers for its advantages such as short response time, high sensitivity and large coverage area.
The visual features, such as chrominance, shape, transparency, texture, motion and so on, are the primary cues of VBSD [1] , [2] . Traditional studies focus on exploring robust and discriminatory smoke features. However, the static characteristics of smoke have too much variation to overlap with the characteristics of a large number of
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jiachen Yang. nonsmoke objects. The dynamic characteristics of smoke are difficult to depict, so some experiential constraints have to be adopted, which excludes some real smoke characteristics. Therefore, the accuracy of traditional methods has a considerable room for improvement.
Recently, deep neural networks (DNN) have been developed to generate image features automatically. By building a network with hierarchical neural layers that are similar to human brains, DNN extracts many features from the pixel level to the top level and maps input data to semantic interpretations. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), the most important models of DNN, have overcome the bottlenecks of face recognition and image classification. Another important network model, the recurrent neural network (RNN), is good at handling sequential data and has been widely used in speech recognition, language modeling, machine translation and so on. However, CNN and RNN are widely known for their large models, high computing costs and severe requirements for hardware. Thus, they are not appropriate for applications such as smoke detection in factories, warehouses and forests. The sensors of these applications had batter be portable, reliable, easily installed and easily maintained.
Since the previous networks fed with raw pixels have high computing costs, and smoke in each block is similar, we attempt to build a network that feeds with only one block, a part of the original image. Therefore, the network should be smaller. For each block, 2 networks are built to extract the dynamic and static characteristics of smoke. The first network is based on RNN, called the dynamic characteristic network (DCN), and the other one is a very small convolution network, called the static characteristic network (SCN). Since dynamic information has to be extracted from some consecutive frames, a series of blocks should be fed into RNN. So, DCN is still large. Since smoke has distinctive trajectories on condensed images [3] , videos are condensed into 2 images, and DCNs are fed only with the condensed data, the compressed vectors of every block. The compressed vectors are much smaller than the corresponding video, so the size of the networks are reduced further. Two DCNs and an SCN are composed as a unit. If computing capability is sufficient, several units can be arranged to handle blocks in an image synchronously; if computing capability is insufficient, blocks are handled serially by one unit. Finally, since smoke rises and expands to form one block to other blocks over time and nonsmoke objects act in different way, the process should be detected to judge whether there is smoke. Since the whole image has to be included, a probability matrix, whose element is the probability of a smoke occurring in the corresponding block, is adopted. The probability matrix is fed into the last network, named the scene network (SN). Similar to DCN, a series of probability matrixes should be fed into SN to extract the dynamic characteristic. Similarly, these probability matrixes are compressed as 2 condensed vectors to make the SN smaller. Finally, DCNs, SCNs and an SN are integrated into a 2-stage frame, called the slight smoke perceptual network (SSPN). The first stage finds thin smoke in a block when a fire is in its initial process; the second stage extracts the ascending and expanding motions when smoke is found. The second stage is carried out only when some elements of the probability matrix are beyond a threshold, and usually are skipped. SSPN is smaller than the usual DNNs, such as AlexNet and C3D, but performs better than the stateof-the-art smoke detection, not only in accuracy but also in sensitivity. It can even run in real time on a raspberry pi for these 3 novelties: (1) it adopts the partitioning strategy to reduce network complexity; (2) it extracts dynamic characteristics by feeding RNN with condensed images; (3) it proposes a 2-stage framework to improve accuracy and sensitivity. These are necessary because surveillance cameras are usually high-resolution and real-time detection is expected for most surveillance applications.
The framework of SSPN is shown in Figure 1 . It has these advantages: 1) Simple. DCNs convert condensed images into dynamic characteristics. Adding is the only operation to compress video into condensed images, but a large number of network weights are simplified, and considerable computing costs are reduced. SCN deals with only a small block of the high-resolution image. SN is fed with a low dimensional matrix. Therefore, the method is very simple, has low hardware requirements, is small enough to run on a raspberry pi, and sends out fire alarms without delay when smoke occurs. 2) High accuracy. The smoke trajectories in the condensed image are distinctive from nonsmoke objects. The rising and expanding smoke in the whole scene is also helpful for precisely recognizing smoke. In fact, RNN is appropriate for extracting these dynamic characteristics and differentiating smoke form nonsmoke. The static characteristics are also integrated to exclude similar objects. The accuracy of this method is state-of-the-art. 3) High sensitivity. Sensitivity is actually the accuracy index for thin and small smoke. In fact, thin smoke evolves into heavy smoke and later into flames. RNN based on smoke trajectories is sensitive to the evolving progress. Additionally, the partitioning strategy is helpful for finding thin and small smoke. Therefore, the proposed method achieves the highest sensitivity when contrasted with other methods. 4) Low requirement for training data. Though DNN is very popular in all fields, it is rarely used in VBSD, and few papers on VBSD have been published.
The reason might be that a substantial number of training images and corresponding labels are necessary for optimizing its weights. It is an important requirement for this research. However, for the proposed network, the demand for data samples is largely reduced. Because only small blocks are fed into these subnetworks, many low-resolution videos from YouTube can be collected as samples, and high-resolution videos can be divided into a large number of samples. The next part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe the state-of-the-art in smoke detection. Section III presents the details of the proposed method. Section IV highlights some experiments in comparison with other methods. Finally, Section V provides a conclusion.
II. RELEVANT WORKS
A large number of works focus on how to craft features from cues such as chrominance, shape, transparency, texture and motion, as summarized by the literature [1] , [2] . However, in recent years, deep learning has been widely applied in many fields. DNN can automatically learn from big data and optimizes features and classifiers. Some researchers have tried to make use of it to detect smoke.
Frizzi et al. [4] , Tao et al. [5] , Yin et al. [6] , Chen et al. [7] , Maksymiv et al. [8] , Wang et al. [9] , and Zhao et al. [10] adopted CNN to identify smoke and fire in images, and trained the models end to end from raw pixels. To improve the performance, Yin et al. [6] proposed a network with 14 layers, whose convolution layer was improved to a batch normalized coiling layer. Chen et al. [7] built a parallel deep residual network with the R, G, and B components of RGB images and the H, S, and I components of HSI images. To enhance the discrimination ability of the model, they proposed expanding the sample scale and reinforcement learning of the negative samples. Maksymiv et al. [8] adopted CNN to extract static textures from original images and dynamic textures from optical flows between adjacent frames. Wang et al. [9] adopted the combination of AdaBoost and local binary pattern (LBP) to locate the region of interest (ROI) to reduce time complexity, but the network is smaller. Zhao et al. [10] presented a 15-layer DCNN named Fire_Net as a self-learning fire feature exactor and classifier. To make the network smaller, saliency detection was proposed to locate and segment the core fire area. Fire_Net guaranteed an average processing speed of 41.5 ms per image for real-time wildfire inspection with an overall accuracy of 98%. The work is inspiring, but it is well known that fire is easier to detect than smoke.
To effectively exploit the long-range motion context, Yin et al. [11] proposed a temporal pooling layer and RNNs to capture the space and motion contextual information. This is almost all of the relevant literature. It can be seen that there are few studies in this area, and most of them extract static or dynamic characteristics from the raw images. Undoubtedly, the models with 14 or 15 layers are large and the run slowly. Few technologies have been proposed to make the networks smaller.
III. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Luo et al. [3] proposed that smoke trajectories are very different from the trajectories of nonsmoke objects after videos were projected along the horizontal direction and the vertical direction and summed to two condensed images. Specifically, smoke can be distinguished from nonsmoke objects according to the slopes, shapes, frequencies, and cliques of these trajectories. However, it is difficult to extract these characteristics by traditional methods. Trajectories are time sequences, so they fall into the field of RNN. LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) has been proposed to extract dynamic characteristics from these condensed images, and the static characteristics are integrated as auxiliary information to determine when smoke occurs. However, the networks are very large if fed with raw images, and the runtime is still slow. More importantly, all rows and columns are compressed into two vectors, which considerably decreases the sensitivity of the network. Therefore, the image is partitioned into blocks, and static characteristics and dynamic characteristics are extracted from these blocks. Later, these characteristics are integrated to produce a probability, and the probabilities of all blocks are integrated as a matrix, named the probability matrix. Then, the probability matrixes are condensed into two vectors, and the time sequences of these vectors are fed into two RNNs to determine whether smoke occurs in this scene. Therefore, there are four-subnetworks and six steps in this proposed workflow.
A. PARTITIONING
The scene image is partitioned to improve the sensitivity. By reference to the resolution of a surveillance camera, the size of each block is set as 64 × 64 × 3. Thus, if the resolution is 2560 × 1440 × 3, it should be divided into 40 × 22 blocks. 
B. CONDENSED IMAGE
For each block, every pixel is accumulated along the u and v directions, and two 64 × 3 vectors are obtained. The time sequences of these two vectors are arranged as two condensed images, u-t and v-t. The smoke trajectories in the condensed images are quite different from nonsmoke objects, which is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2a is a condensed image with smoke trajectories, and Figure 2c shows the skeleton curves of the smoke trajectories.
C. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTIC NETWORK (DCN)
The two condensed blocks are fed into two RNNs. Each RNN has two layers, and each layer has 256 neurons. The information flow in a layer are controlled by an inputting gate, a forgetting gate and an outputting gate, as shown in Figure 3a . The input of the first layer is a 192-dimension vector, and the outputs of the last layer are a 24-dimension vector, which represent the dynamic characteristics for a period, as shown in Figure 3b . 
D. STATIC CHARACTERISTIC NETWORK (SCN)
The SCN is a CNN with three convolution layers and two fully connected layers. The first convolution kernel is 12 × 3×3×3, which outputs a 31×31×12 dimension feature map. The second convolution kernel is 18×3×3×12 with a stride 2 and a padding 1, which outputs an 8×8×18 dimension feature map. The third convolution kernel is 24 × 3 × 3 × 18, which outputs a 3 × 3 × 24 dimension feature map. The first full connection layer outputs a 216-dimension vector. The second full connection layer outputs a 48-dimension vector. Each convolution layer is followed by a 2 × 2 maxpooling downsampling layer. The network is shown in Figure 4 .
E. PROBABILITY MATRIX
The dynamic characteristics, including the outputs from u-t and v-t, and the static characteristics, are concentrated into a 96-dimension feature vector. As a result of two fully connected layers and a softmax layer, the vector is converted into a probability. The probabilities of all blocks are reassembled into a 40 × 22 matrix according to its original location.
Every element in the matrix is the probability of smoke occurring in this location.
F. SCENE NETWORK (SN)
Some nonsmoke objects, such as reflection, fog and haze, are very similar to smoke in many static and dynamic characteristics, but they are still different in the ascending and expanding characteristics. Usually, smoke in the initial stage is thin and small, occurring only within a block, and it gradually appears in other blocks as it ascends and expands. Reflection does not ascend and expand, and its temporal characteristics are different. Fog and haze usually fill the whole scene even in the initial stage. Therefore, it is key to detect the ascending, expanding and other temporal characteristics in the whole scene.
To analyze the temporal characteristics of the whole image, a network based on two RNNs is proposed, shown in Figure 4 . Similar to DCN, the 40 × 22 dimension probability matrix is first projected and accumulated into two vectors along the u direction and v direction. The dimensions of the two vectors are 40 and 22. Then, the vectors of the current frame and the previous 15 frames are concentrated and fed into the two RNNs. The RNNs, named SDCN1 and SDCN2, are constructed from a single LSTM layer. The LSTM cell in the u direction has 64 hidden neurons, and the LSTM cell in the v direction has 56 hidden neurons. After the fully connected layer, the features are concentrated as a 256-dimension vector and a 192-dimension vector. After the 2 nd fully connected layer, the features are enriched as two dimension 12-vectors. Next, the two vectors are concentrated as a 24-dimension vector and converted by a softmax layer as a 2-dimension result.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To verify the accuracy and the sensitivity of the proposed method, we trained the four subnetworks individually on the data we collected and tested it on two public databases. One database was contributed by the CVPR lab [12] in South Korea and the other one was contributed by Turkey [13] . The best methods of traditional algorithms and the methods based on DNN, such as the LBP-TOP+SVM method [14] , the Harr+AdaBoost method [15] , the CI+SVM method [3] , AlexNet [16] , C3D [17] and the same DNN network that integrates dynamic and static characteristics without partitioning (SDSN), are compared with the proposed method (SSPN). LBP-TOP is a development of LBP for extracting dynamic texture features, which replace a 2-dimensional plane with a 3-dimensional space [14] . SVM is adopted to determine whether a characteristic is a dynamic texture of smoke. Yuan et al. extracted extended Haar-like features and statistical features first, and then proposed a dual threshold AdaBoost algorithm with a staircase searching technique to classify the features of smoke [15] . CI+SVM is an algorithm to detect smoke trajectories in condensed images by SVM [3] . AlexNet is the classic DNN which was the champion in the ImageNet competition [16] . C3D is also a CNN that extracts dynamic features directly from the video [17] . C3D replaces the common 2-dimensional convolution kernel with 3-dimensional kernels. C3D is fed with 16 frames in proper order at one time. SDSN extracts dynamic characteristics from two adjacent frames, and the scene images are not partitioned.
The experiments conducted on a hardware platform with a Nvidia GTX1080 GPU and an Intel i7-6700k CPU.
A. THE TRAINING DATA
Approximately 300 h of video consisting of 1263 video samples are collected for training. There are 781 smoke videos, which include 348 smoke videos that are accompanied by fire (the smoke occurred before the fire), 433 smoke videos without fire, and 482 videos without fire and smoke. The four subnetworks, including DCNs, SCN, and SN, are trained individually. In the testing stage, these subnetworks are assembled as an end-to-end network, SSPN.
1) DCN
Extract 16 frames from the training videos at random frame rates and partition these videos into samples with the size of 150 × 64 × 64 × 3, which means that every sample has 150 consecutive frames, every frame has 64 × 64 pixels and every pixel has 3 channels. The training data generated 500,000 smoke samples and 500,000 nonsmoke samples. Each smoke sample starts from a nonsmoke stage and ends at a smoke stage, and the corresponding label includes the serial number of the frame when smoke occurs. The cross-entropy function is adopted as the loss function, similar to other detection networks. Randomly select 80% samples for the training set and the remained samples are included in the testing set. The loss values and accuracy values during the training epochs are illustrated in Figure 6 . Figure 6a is the accuracy of the vertical network h vt , and the best value is 95.6%. Figure 6b is the accuracy of the horizontal network, h ut , and the best value is 89.3%.
2) SCN
Smoke frames and nonsmoke frames are randomly extracted from videos and partitioned as blocks with the size of 64×64. There are 50,000 smoke blocks and 50,000 nonsmoke blocks collected as smoke samples and nonsmoke samples, respectively. The loss function in training is the cross-entropy function.
3) SN
SN is the last trained model of the four subnetworks, and the training data is generated by the foregoing subnetworks. Frames are extracted from videos at random frame rates without partitioning. Passing through the three foregoing subnetworks, a frame with the size 2560 × 1440 × 3 is converted into a probability matrix with the size 40 × 22, and a frame sequence with the size 150 × 2560 × 1440 × 3 is converted into a sequence of probability matrixes with the size 16 × 40 × 22. The dataset of the sequence of probability matrixes has 30,000 smoke samples and 30,000 nonsmoke samples. The probability matrix is projected along the u direction and the v direction and accumulated as a 40-dimension vector and a 22-dimension vector respectively. Then, these vectors and the corresponding labels are fed into the two RNNs, SDCN1 and SDCN2. The loss function of SN is the cross-entropy function. The loss values and accuracy values during training epochs are illustrated in Figure 7 . The best accuracy is 95.4%.
B. THE EVALUATING INDICATORS
(1) To test how these models depend on hardware, the frame rate r f (unit: f/s), the maximum consumed memory VOLUME 7, 2019 RAM (unit: Gbyte), and the network weight W (unit: Mbyte) are adopted as evaluating indicators. The frame rate is the number of frames carried out in one second,
N s is the number of testing samples, and T a is the time taken on these samples.
(2) The accuracy indexes are
ACC is the accuracy rate, TPR is the rate of smoke samples which are judged correctly, TNR is the rate of smoke samples that are judged as nonsmoke samples, TP is the number of correctly detected smoke, TN is the number of smoke samples that were not recognized correctly, FP is the number of nonsmoke samples that are judged as smoke samples, and FN is the number of nonsmoke samples that are judged as nonsmoke samples. The value of smoke detection depends on how early the smoke is detected. Early detection of smoke can reduce the loss of a fire, and late detection has less worth. A sensitivity index f f is adopted to measure how sensitive these methods are, which is the difference between the detected serial number and the labeled serial number. f f is
where f i f is the sensitivity index of the i th sample in the testing period.
C. THE INDIVIDUAL TEST FOR EVERY NETWORK
We test all three subnetworks and the compound network SSPN on our large-scale dataset, and show the results in Table 1 . The accuracy of DCN, SCN, SN and SPNN is 97.4%, 94.7%, 96.2% and 94.5%, respectively.
D. THE CONTRASTING TEST
To run the network on the public databases, we modify the input of SN and keep the DSNs and SCN unchanged. To show the superiority of the proposed SSPN, we compare our method with methods such as LBP-TOP+SVM, Harr+AdaBoost, CI+SVM, AlexNet, C3D, SDSN. GPUs are closed, and only CPUs are used. All methods are carried out on the same dataset which is the union of the two public databases. The testing data is shown in Note that the sensitivity of SDSN is poor and only reaches 49, which is the worst. The reason is that the accumulation of the whole image neglects the thin and small smoke. To confirm the result, three smoke videos are used to test the sensitivities of these methods, and the result is listed in Table 3 .
Our method provides earlier fire alarms than the other methods. SDSN is still the worst. This shows that the proposed method can also detect thin and small smoke accurately.
E. IMAGE DEMONSTRATIONS
The first frames of some test videos detected by our method are shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8a is the 17 th frame of a video, Figure 8b is the 22 nd frame of a video, Figure 8c is the 16 th frame of a video, Figure 8d is the 27 th frame of a video, and Figure 8e is the 650 th frame of a video. It can be seen that even thin and small smoke in the early stage of fire could be detected by SSPN. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Since smoke is overlaid on the background and has various morphology during the ascending and expanding period, it is difficult to identify thin and small smoke in time by traditional methods. Some traditional methods partition smoke images and classify the accumulated motions of these blocks, such as LBP-TOP+SVM. Obviously, compared with traditional methods, DNN is better for exploring smoke shape features and morphological changes. This paper also adopts the partitioning strategy, and this strategy reduces the network complexity and improves the detection accuracy. Additionally, videos are condensed into images, and this strategy makes the dynamic characteristic network smaller. Finally, the two stage framework is helpful for finding the thin and small smoke. Compared with traditional methods, this proposed method can effectively reduce the false detection of nonsmoke videos while ensuring correct detection and timely alarm in smoke videos. Additionally, the proposed method is flexible to arrange as varied SSPNs according to the hardware and can run with state-of-art accuracy and sensitivity even on a limited resource platform such as raspberry pi.
